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ABSTRACT
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PERMISSIONS
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PEER REVIEWING
At submission of your paper please add complete references: email, postal address and phone number for 4 potential reviewers. The Peer Reviewing Process will only start at reception of this list.

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPTS
Manuscripts accepted for publication should be mailed (preferably by express mail) to the JNHA Editorial office. Please submit one original hard copy with one copy of illustrations (if needed) and an IBM-compatible diskette of the paper. Failure to adhere to these recommendations may delay publication of your manuscript.

PAPER LENGTH
Limit the paper to a maximum of 5 000 text words, 7 graphics (tables, figures, appendices), and 100 references. A structured abstract is required (see under Abstract). However if the article exceeds 2 printed pages of the journal, it will be charged 295 Euros/328 $ per extra page.

SHORT PAPERS ARE WELCOME
These are clinical-investigation or clinical-experience reports whose findings are somewhat preliminary or a clinical study reporting on narrowly focused or limited findings. Brief Reports are limited to 1 800 text words, 3 graphics (tables, figures, appendices), and 30 references, plus a brief structured abstract limited to one double-spaced manuscript page (see under Abstract).
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